Neural stem/progenitor cells on collagen with anchored basic fibroblast growth factor as potential natural nerve conduits for facial nerve regeneration.
Introducing neural stem/progenitor cells (NS/PCs) for repairing facial nerve injuries could be an alternative strategy for nerve gap reconstruction. However, the lack of success associated with current methods of applying NS/PCs to neurological disease is due to poor engraftment following transplantation into the host tissue. In this work, we developed rat-tail collagen-based nerve conduits to repair lengthy facial nerve defects, promoting NS/PC proliferation in the natural nerve conduits with anchored bFGF to improve the therapeutic effects of cell transplantation. In vitro studies showed that heparinized collagen prevented leakage of bFGF and NS/PCs expended in the rat-tail collagen gel with the anchored bFGF. The natural nerve conduits were implanted to connect 8-mm facial nerve defects in rats. The repair outcomes including vibrissae movements, electrophysiological tests, immunohistochemistry and remyelination analysis of regenerated nerve were evaluated. At 12weeks after implantation, only natural nerve conduits treated group showed Hoechst labeled NS/PCs. Besides, the natural nerve conduit significantly promoted functional recovery and nerve growth, which was similar to those of the gold standard, an autograft. The animal experiment results suggesting that the natural nerve conduits were valuable for facial nerve reconstruction. Neural stem/progenitor cells (NS/PCs) were beneficial for the treatment of nervous system diseases. However, after transplantation, the beneficial was limited because the number of living NS/PCs decreased rapidly due to insufficient signaling molecules, such as growth factors, in the microenvironments surrounding transplanted cells. In the present study, we constructed collagen-based nerve conduit with anchored bFGF to achieve higher numbers of NS/PCs for repairing facial nerve injury. Compared with other methods involving neutral salt treatment or dialysis, the fabrication method of collagen scaffolds was simple, low-cost and safe, requiring a relatively short time to prepare. At 12weeks after transplantation, the functional and histological results of natural nerve conduits treated group showed significant similarities to the gold standard method of nerve autografting.